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Deadlines for filing tax returns for the 2009 Tax
Season

The South African Revenue Service has announced the filing deadlines for the submission of income

tax returns for the 2009 Tax Season. These deadlines are as follows:

Manual submission of income tax returns for individuals and trusts 18 September 2009

Electronic submission of income tax returns for individuals and trusts 20 November 2009

Submission of income tax returns for companies and exempt institutions 12 months after financial year-end

It should be noted that the filing deadline for
individuals and trusts is significantly earlier than
those for the 2008 Tax Season.

Taxpayers should also note that new penalties have
been introduced for, inter alia, the late filing of
income tax returns and these will be applicable for
the 2009 Tax Season. These penalties are potentially
substantially greater than those that have been
applied in the past for the late filing of income tax
returns.

Taxpayers should therefore ensure that they take the
necessary steps to ensure that their income tax
returns are filed by the deadlines. Crucially, these
steps should include the obtaining of all information
required to file the return and, where the taxpayer
makes use of the services of a tax advisor to file the
return, the timeous provision of such information to
the advisor.

The Tax Alert is designed to keep you abreast of developments and is not intended to

be a comprehensive statement of the law. It should not be relied upon as a substitute

for specific advice in considering the tax effects of particular transactions. No liability

is accepted for errors or opinions contained herein.

For further information, please contact:

Johannesburg Mark Badenhorst 011-797-4641
mark.badenhorst@za.pwc.com

Pretoria Bennie Botha 012-429-0292
bennie.botha@za.pwc.com

Western Cape Osman Mollagee 021-529-2061
osman.mollagee@za.pwc.com

Durban Terry McCarthy 031-250-3875
terry.p.mccarthy@za.pwc.com

Port Elizabeth Ian Olls 041-391-4474
ian.olls@za.pwc.com

East London Susan Minnie 043 707 9600
susan.minnie@za.pwc.com

Bloemfontein Gert Nel 051-503-4222
gert.nel@za.pwc.com


